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Steve: This morning we’re going to talk about the power of focus and how to keep daily distractions 

from derailing your best laid plans.  And next to the questions I get about prospecting and 

how to keep the pipeline full and how to get a consistent flow of leads coming into to be able 

to sell to.  The second biggest question I get is how can I become more productive? And 

today’s session is really going to focus on how to be more productive and how to clearly 

focused.  It’s not necessarily about time management, although time management is part of 

any personal productivity.  But the whole concept that time management is such an 

overused, tired topic that I really want to refrain from time management because I think it’s 

just the word “time management” itself is a misnomer because there is not a human being 

alive that can manage time.  That’s like trying to manage the tide, you cannot manage the 

tide, it’s going to come in, it’s going to go out, time is going to pass whether you do anything 

or not and there’s absolutely nothing you and me and every other human being on the face 

of the planet put together can do anything about managing time.  The only thing we can 

manage is our own behavior and what we do during the 24 hours of each day.  All of us have 

the same 24 hours, some use it more effectively than others because they are more 

disciplined and they manage themselves better and as a result they are more productive, get 

more things done, make more money.  So, we’re going to talk about those kinds of things on 

this particular call.   

 

So, I’m going to give you…somebody just came in.  If you’ll press *6 I’d appreciate so we 

won’t hear your background noise.  I’ll wait for you to do that because everyone else has 

already done that.   

 

Caller: Steve, the volume seems to have gone down.   

 

Steve: It has gone down slightly because I’m recording it and I don’t want to have the recording in 

such a way in that it’s blowing you guys out on the recording so I’ve got a little bit of a 

compromise.  I’ll turn it up in just a second; I’ll turn it up just a tad here and see.  Alright, 

that should be a little bit better for you; I’m still kind of peaking out on the meter here.   

 

Caller: That is really good Steve, that’s a good level.   

 

Steve: Okay, we’ll go with this right here, I have to watch my buttons here, I don’t want to get it 

over in the red zone because then when you hear it on CD it kind of distorts it a little bit.  

Okay, alright so I’m really going to talk about 5 different pieces of this so if you’re thinking of 

this as chunks of information I’ve broken this down into five chunks.  The first chunk is 



habits.  I think any discretion of improving our performance has to start with a very honest 

assessment of our personal habits because the truth of the matter is your habits make you 

the person you are.  Good, bad or indifferent, whatever your circumstances in life are, they 

are the result of habits that you have formulated throughout your entire life that you 

continue to produce and do those things over and over again, 90% of which are 

unconscious.  So, habits effectively will determine our destiny in life and those habits, about 

90% of them are unconscious habits.  If you don’t believe that, just think about the habit of 

brushing your teeth and what an unconscious event that has become for you over the 

number of decades that you have been on the face of this planet.  Same thing with most 

everything we do and if you want to know what a person really is, if you want to get a true 

beacon individual, simply watch their behavior and observe their behavior because a person’s 

outward behavior equals the truth in their life; it is a true indication of who they are and 

what they are, what they think, what they believe and so forth.  So behavior is the true 

measure of what a person believes to be true and who they really are as opposed to the 

inner perception that a person has.   

  

 We all have an inner perception of yourself that at the core of that inner perception it is not 

true, it is not a true assessment of who are.  We all have a distorted view of who we are.  

And, to prove that all you need do is to ask some people who know you really well to tell you 

things about yourself and you’ll be amazed at some of the observations they have about you 

that you don’t have about yourself.  There is something called a Johari [sp] window in 

psychology that talks about the four components of a person’s existence and essentially 

those four components are there are things you know about yourself that everybody else 

knows.  There are some things you know about yourself that other people don’t know 

because you don’t reveal those.  There are some things that other people know about you 

that you also know about yourself and then there are things about you that other people 

know that you don’t have a clue about those things about yourself and not only do you not 

have a clue about them, you would deny and you would reject other people’s assessment of 

yourself.   

 

 So, none of us has a true perspective on who we are, we’re all biased, we all have prejudices 

about who we are.  The true measure if you want to find out what a person really believes is 

watch what they do, don’t watch what they say, that is true of all of us.  So, our habits would 

be the tell tale sign of who we really are.  The habits, they’re also why you are where you 

are in life.  Not only do they create our destiny, they are why we are where we are currently.  

The reality is if you continue to do the existing habits that you have done up until this point 



in your life then you should not expect much of anything to change in terms of productivity 

in income.   

 

 The interesting thing about habits is that bad habits or negative habits, or counterproductive 

habits don’t show up early in life, the results of those habits do not show up early in life.  It’s 

only later in life that our bad habits reveal the result of us having done those for years and 

years and years.  One of the reasons we don’t change our habits, many times until quite 

frankly it’s just about too late is we don’t realize the negative impact those habits have had 

on our life and it’s only when after 30 years of not exercising does that bad habit show up in 

the form of some coronary heart disease, or smoking cigarettes, or eating bad food, or not 

saving for the future, not putting enough money away for retirement, you name it, whatever 

the bad habit is, it doesn’t show up until late in our life.  That’s why it so hard sometimes to 

get a young person to do anything preventive because they don’t have a perspective of some 

30 years down the road.  But everybody that’s lived any great length of life will look back and 

tell you they wished they had paid more attention to some of the bad habits that got them to 

where they are.  So, something to pay attention to.   

 

 In terms of habits, the question would be how do we form these habits in the first place?  

Habits just like the least are the result of programming.  Once we have created that habit 

and once that program has been established literally from a neurological standpoint we begin 

to then do that behavior unconsciously, we go to the autopilot and we continue to do it 

without even questioning whether or not it makes any sense or not.  That is why so many 

businesses are in trouble right now is because they think they can run their business; 

business owners, sales people too are running their business in 2010 based upon what was 

okay in 2008.  Those people are going to wake up and find out too late that they’re doing the 

wrong stuff and when they finally figure out they’ve done the wrong stuff, for many of them 

it’s going to be too late because the rules have been changed, business has forever changed 

and it has not change incrementally, it has changed fundamentally in a significantly big kind 

of way.  Much yet to be revealed as to how it has changed but one thing for sure, it has 

changed significantly.   

 

 So, one of the things about habits when you come to understand the power of habits is to 

begin to focus on your habits and to take a self inventory of what are your habits.  All of us 

have good habits and we have counterproductive habits.  The habit of brushing our teeth 

after we eat a meal is a good habit.  The habit of driving without a seatbelt while we might 

get away with it is a bad habit because if we ever do have the occasion to need one and 



we’re in an accident and we don’t have one, chances are the result will be devastating for us.  

The habit of not putting enough money away early in life to provide for one’s financial future 

means that in later years we sacrifice quality of life in later years because we did not deny 

ourselves our impulse and pleasures early in life by putting enough money away and doing 

without some things early in life so we could have a nice lifestyle in retirement.  So every one 

of us has good and bad habits.  In selling there are many negative or counterproductive 

habits that people have, and you can generalize this not as just as the selling but the 

business in general.  There are many very, very poor habits that salespeople are guilty of; 

certainly mismanaging their time is a classic example of a poor habit.  Most people in 

business are terrible at managing themselves throughout the course of a day in terms of 

staying focused and on point of doing productive kinds of things.   

 

 You want to really get into the habit of changing your habits.  The way you do that is you are 

consciously aware; you make yourself consciously aware of the importance of your habits on 

a daily basis.  If you’re looking to do that there’s a three step process that really somebody 

should go through if they want to change their habits.  The first one is to do a self inventory 

and clearly identify what are the negative or counterproductive habits that you currently 

engage in and they’re a whole bunch of them, I’ll give you some examples - Salespeople who 

show up late for meetings, they’re never on time, they never complete their paperwork 

appropriately which has a whole bunch of ramifications, they interrupt people when they’re 

talking, they don’t listen very well and on and on and on, lots and lots of bad habits.  Well, 

before you’re going to change that habit you got to recognize that it’s a negative habit and 

become aware of it, otherwise you continue doing stuff that is counterproductive and you 

don’t even know you’re doing it and don’t have a clue about it, which means you continue to 

interrupt prospects when they talk, you continually show up for meetings late and you 

wonder why things aren’t going so great for you.  Well, that’s a habitual pattern that is 

repeated over and over again, a habit that’s repeated will produce the same results over and 

over again.   

 

So, first thing is having a very self honest discussion with yourself about bad habits.  Now if 

you have real courage you might ask some people who know you real well to list out for you 

what they consider to be your bad habits.  I promise you they will say some things that will 

cause you to cringe, but if you’re honest enough and have enough guts to accept feedback 

from somebody else then it can be a very positive thing for you.   

 



Secondly, is once you are aware of the negative habit that you have is to then look at 

replacing that habit with a new positive success habit.  For instance, if you tend to be late 

three, four, five minutes late and everybody knows that no matter when a meeting is called 

you’re going to be four or five minutes late, the negative impact for that is it shows that you 

have a personal integrity issue that you can’t get where you’re supposed to get on time, 

punctuality according to Dan Kennedy is the single biggest positive characteristic when you 

study successful people is that the more successful someone is, the more punctual they are 

because they value every single minute, they value their time and they value everybody 

else’s time. So if you’re one of those people that think it’s okay to be fashionably late then 

what you don’t realize is the more successful an individual, the less credibility you have when 

you show up late.  One of the things that for me personally is I will not do business with a 

salesperson who is late for a phone call or an appointment, I won’t do it because what they 

just said to me is I can’t be counted on.  So if that’s a habit that you have, if you have that 

habit then the success habit is being on time and being there when you’re supposed to be 

there.   

 

Once you identify that habit is that you then, speaking of being late, once you create that 

habit, once you begin to define that habit then you create an action plan that’s going to 

cause you to act in that humana and by doing so, you now form a new habit and it doesn’t 

take very long for that new habit to become your new autopilot.  So, in my case I used to be 

very guilty of this late thing, I was very cavalier about time and I’ve completely changed over 

the years that it absolutely just drives me nuts even for socially to be a minute late for 

anything.  I just got in that habit of doing that and making that sort of adjustment.  

Somebody has got us with some background noise here. I’m recording this so if you just 

came into the call, if you’ll go to *6 it would be great, we don’t have to listen to the 

background noise.  Okay, hopefully that did it.  You guys can tell I get pissed off when 

people are late.  Okay.  So, giving example of how you can go about doing this – I have 

something called a personal effectiveness worksheet.  If you want a copy of this simply email 

me and I will send you a copy where you can begin to do a self analysis of your habits.  So 

just email me and I will be glad to send you a copy. I’m going to send it out in mass; I’m 

only going to send it to the people who request it.   

 

Speaking of this whole habit kind of thing, I work with someone who is a coaching client, 

he’s actually in my mastermind, his name is Micheal Gray.  He owns an insurance agency and 

one of the things Micheal realized is that he was doing a lot of things he had no business 

doing so he did a analysis, it was actually a time study analysis of his habits of what he was 



doing with his day and he said it was one of the most revealing things and one of the most 

eye opening things to him about all the habitual things he was doing in his business that he 

had no business doing.  As a result of that he made massive changes and began to delegate 

a lot of things that he had previously been doing and it was amazing the end result of what 

happened with him.  So we’ll talk more about Micheal Gray and the time analysis study here 

in just a bit.   

 

The second chunk of personal productivity is determining your core skills and strengths.  

When you look at all of the things you do and when you do the personal effectiveness 

worksheet and go through that and identify all the different tasks that you do on a 

daily/weekly basis, and you take a look at those you will find out that those skills, those 

things that you do would typically fall into one of three categories:  the first one would be 

doing things that you are competent at, not necessarily good at or gifted or, but you’re 

competent at those things.  There are a certain number of things people do on a daily basis 

or weekly basis that they’re competent at.  The second category would be doing things that 

you are good at.  And in the third category would be doing things that you are absolutely 

excellent or very gifted at doing.  When you look at most people and you look at what 

they’re doing, the activities they’re doing, you’ll find that most people are only spending 

about 15-25% of their time doing things that they are really excellent at.  And the other 75-

85% of the time they’re doing things they are either good at or competent at.  I think most 

people have figured out and don’t spend a lot of time doing things they are absolutely lousy 

at.  I think people are pretty good at eliminating lousy.  But what I think where people get in 

trouble is they sacrifice doing things they’re excellent at because they’re doing things that 

they may be good at.   

 

When you look at where your highest payoff is, the highest payoff per hour invested for you 

or me or anyone else is to do things that we are uniquely gifted at, that we are excellent at 

that come easy and natural to us and that just seems to flow for us and that at the end of 

the day those things produce for us the greatest payoff in terms of return on investment of 

our kind for doing them. I do a lot of work with solo entrepreneurs and business owners and 

here’s what I find as a characteristic about all of them – if you study most folks, small 

businesspeople or salespeople, you’ll find that most of them are doing all kinds of things.  For 

instance when I first started my business, it was just me and in the very early days when I 

did not know any better I was the one sending our faxes to invite people to meetings, I was 

the one licking literally, that was even before the peel off stamps, that was still the days of 

licking stamps.  I literally licked every single stamp and envelope that went out of my office.  



I’m a pretty good stamp licker, doesn’t require a lot of skill, I’m pretty good at it.  It’s not my 

unique gift, but I’m pretty good at it.  But it was a stupid use of time, did not make any 

sense at all.  I had a couple of small kids, I think at that time probably 7 and 10 years old, 

either I could have paid those kids a nickel a piece to lick those stamps and those envelopes 

instead of me getting up at 3:00 in the morning and doing it myself, didn’t make any sense 

at all, but somehow I felt like I needed to do all of that.  Well through the years I have 

continued to get rid of and delegate and farm out more and more of my task.  Now, because 

I like most business owners and high performance sales people are a control freak and think 

no one can do anything as good as I can, I have a tendency that I must fight to want to do 

everything myself.  And, as I have gotten rid of those things and as I have farmed those 

things out, it has allowed me to really focus in on the three or four things I’m really good at, 

that I’m really beyond good, I’m excellent and I’m probably as good as anybody on the face 

of the planet at doing those things.  When I focus my time on doing those things the money 

comes because that is my unique gift.   

 

One of the things in looking at your core skill once you do this personal effectiveness 

worksheet is it is not uncommon to find yourself in a course of a week doing ten or twenty 

different activities.  Granted, people are having to do more things these days and particularly 

as positions are eliminated some people are having to take on more responsibility and wear 

more hats.  Well on the one hand that may be a necessity, on the other hand when you give 

somebody a task to do that’s not their gift then realize you’re not getting maximum 

production out of them.  And if you as the entrepreneur or salesperson or sales professional 

find yourself doing all of those extra kinds of tasks, realize you’re doing them at the expense 

of making money and really as a sales professional you only get paid to do 3 or 4 things and 

they all happen to do with being in front of people and talking to people who have the ability 

to give you money.  Sending out faxes, sending out emails, all of those kinds of things, 

checking email, surfing the web, looking for prospects, doing a day to day search, 

determining who the prospects are, all of those kinds of things while they may be necessary, 

they’re not money makers for you and the smart salespeople are the ones that farm those 

things out and spend their time in front of people who have devoted to give them money.   

 

If you’re going to be a high performance person you must let go of the need to control things 

because at the end of the day there are only so many hours in the day and if you insist on 

doing everything yourself then you will either end up working 120 hours a week and 

suffering the casualty of that, or you will reach a plateau in which you cannot possibly make 

anymore money because there are no more hours in a day to do stuff.  The antidote to that 



is let go.  There are several ways that you can do this – one is to hire a personal assistant.  

For me, hiring a personal assistant was the smartest thing I ever did.  I hired a personal 

assistant, by the way when I could not afford to hire a personal assistant.  I did it anyway.  

That personal assistant allowed me to delegate and farm out all the stuff that I did not like to 

do that wasn’t fun, that wasn’t productive for me, and that personal assistant’s job is to take 

as much off of my plate as as possible so that I can focus on doing the few things that I do 

really well.  I recognize that some of you work in an environment where you may not have a 

personal assistant, or if you do have a “sales assistant” that you share with one or two or 

three other sales people there may be an occasion for someone to be in that particular 

situation.  What I would suggest to you is that if you don’t have a personal assistant or you 

have somebody who are sharing with two or three other people you’re really missing out 

because the true personal assistant is your person who is dedicated and should be 

completely focused and loyal to you to help you do everything you can to grow your income.  

When I hired my personal assistant I looked her in the eye and said to her, “Your job is to 

make me money, period.  Now, the more money I make, the money I will be able to pay 

you.  But until you help me make more money by taking stuff off my plate to free me up to 

do stuff to get money from buyers, I cannot pay you anymore than I am paying you right 

now.”  So I brought her on, she’s been with me a year and a half, I have invested a huge 

sum of money in her for training and I continually push stuff to her, I continually push and 

push and push, and she’s doing more and more and more stuff for me everyday.  She’s not 

the only one that I have doing it, I also have at least three other people that do stuff for me 

that I pay.  All of my website stuff is done by a virtual assistant, a company in Seattle, 

Washington.  My search engine optimization, I have a search engine optimization specialist 

that is on retainer, she lives in Charlotte, North Carolina, I pay just to do search engine 

optimization.  And Cindy, my personal assistant does all the other stuff that I don’t want to 

do or that doesn’t really make me money and it allows me to focus in and do what I really do 

best, which is teaching, coaching and selling, those are the three things I do and writing, 

writing would be in there as well.   

 

You could hire a personal assistant, you could hire a virtual assistant, and if you’re sitting 

there thinking well, I don’t have enough money to hire one you can go to Elance.com, just 

the letter Elance.com and you can find people, I found a transcriptionist there that will be 

transcribing this phone call.  She lives in Atlanta and her fee is $30.00 an hour, so she’ll take 

a one hour class and she will transcribe it and type it out for me and it will be a 30 page 

document or whatever it comes out to be and I’ll pay her her 30 bucks and that’s a 

completely done kind of thing.  So you can go to Elance, all of you should be looking to look 



at the lowest payoff activity you are doing and spin it off and get it off your plate and get it 

away from you. Now, if you are foolish enough and if you’re too cheap to want to invest 

money to do that, just realize that your stress level is going to continue to build as you do all 

these low payoff, menial administrative kinds of things and at some point you’ll reach the 

wall and your burnout level will go up tremendously and you’ll wonder why you aren’t making 

more money.  That’s a classic kind of thing; I see it over and over and over again.  Usually it 

happens when a person gets to about the $100,000 income level when they’re trying to do 

everything themselves, they reach that plateau and they very seldom get very far beyond 

that.   

 

The other thing you should do is you look at these tasks you doing, all of these 20 or 30 

things or whatever number that is that you do during the week.  You apply the concept of 

the four D’s to each of those tasks, look at everything you do and it should fall into one of 

four categories: the first one is look at everything you’re doing and decide is this something I 

can delegate or not.  If it is something you can delegate to someone else who can do it at 

least half as good as you or three quarters as good as you, then you should delegate it.  

More and more stuff you want to be delegated.  The second D is drop it, meaning you look 

at it and you decide ‘I am just not going to do this stuff anymore, period.’   

 

The third D would be defer it, put it on the back burner, move it off, don’t let it occupy prime 

position, move it to the back burner.  What you’ll find is when you move some things to the 

back burner it’s sort of like your email, all of you have in your inbox right now emails that 

have been sitting there for god nose how long and your idea is you’re going to go back to 

those emails and you’re going to do something with those emails.  No you won’t, you won’t 

go back to those emails.  If you’ve got emails that are three, four, five months old, you might 

as well get rid of them because you’re not going to do anything with them.  If you were 

going to do something with them, you would have already done it.  So you get rid of those 

kinds of things and the things you defer, you’ll end up just not doing it all, you’ll come to the 

realization that they didn’t need to be done in the first place. 

 

And then the fourth D obviously is do it.  I have found that the do it part is when something 

comes on your plate, when you get something on your plate, if it’s important enough to do it, 

you do it then or you either delegate it, defer it, or don’t do it at all.  All of this requires 

tremendous self discipline, it requires you to set boundaries on your behavior and become 

ruthless in the management of yourself which very few people are good at.  If you’re going 

to become more effective you’re going to have to set boundaries and focus in and discipline 



yourself to only do those things that you’re uniquely gifted for and that have the highest 

payoff for the time invested.  Once you go through the exercise you will find it easy to pick 

out what those things, there genuinely will be 3 or 4 that you look and say ‘these are the 

things that really make me money.’  80% of my money is made from doing these three 

things so therefore I’m going to spend 80% of my time doing these things only.   

 

Part of this disciplining yourself is really learning to say no.  If you’re going to eliminate some 

activities and some tasks that you have found yourself doing, you’re going to have to say no 

to some things.  The first one that you’re going to have to say no to is yourself.  You’re going 

to have to deny yourself the pleasures of doing things that are fun and easy, that may not 

make you any money. The things that make you money are not fun necessarily and they’re 

not necessarily easy tasks to accomplish.  You may be good at them, but that doesn’t mean 

that they’re easy to do.  Setting up appointments, for instance, that’s a highly productive 

activity.  Making appointments with people, setting up appointments is not necessarily easy 

or fun, but it certainly is a high payoff activity.  Another group that you’re going to have to 

learn to say no to is others, you’re going to have to learn to say no to other people, including 

your managers in terms of meetings that you attend.  There are a lot of people that make 

demands upon your time that will make demands upon you and will shift stuff off of their 

plate onto your plate, they will push it off your plate to you.  I find this true of managers a 

lot, sales people will shift stuff off to their manager because they don’t want to deal with it, 

they’re too lazy to deal with it, it’s too much of a hassle so they’ll push it back to their 

manger.  And their manager will take it and then do it, and then what happens is that the 

manger sends a message to the sales person, ‘give me all your crap and I’ll do all the crap 

for you,’ and the manager thinks they’re doing a really good job.  You as an individual 

producer or a manager, you have to start learning to say no to your sales people and instead 

of taking their problems that they want to give back to you, you tell them that’s why they’re 

getting paid, they need to go figure out what the solution is.  A sales person, by the same 

token needs to learn to say no to people in certain circumstances.   

 

Another thing you’re going to have to learn to say no to is the telephone.  When the 

telephone rings, you’re going to have to learn not to salivate like Paplof’s [sp] dog every time 

the phone rings and jump over furniture and run to grab the phone before it quits ringing.  

That’s what voicemail is for, that’s what answering machines are for.  If it’s an important call, 

I promise you, whoever is calling you, if you have voicemail, if it is important they will leave a 

message.  You will find most of the time when you go to answer the phone that you’ve 

knocked yourself out to get to, that took you away from an important sales letter that you 



might have been writing, you went and answered that phone and it was not necessary, the 

phone call was not necessary at all because a, it was the wrong number, b, it was a solicitor, 

c, it was somebody whose problem could have waited or some other kind of issue like that.  

So you’re going to have to learn to get rid of that urgency and diction you have about 

answering the telephone.  Use the phone for scheduled appointments with people, not to 

incessantly run and grab it every time it rings.  

 

The other thing you’re going to have to learn to say no to are all kinds of interruptions and 

things that go on around you.  If you’re going to become more productive, you’re going to 

have to work from a schedule.  I’ll give an example – a doctor’s office, everything that is 

done at a doctors office is worked from a schedule, people don’t walk in off the street to see 

the doctor, the doctor makes people wait for them and everything is done on a schedule.  

You too, if you’re going to be a highly productive individual need to learn to work from a 

schedule and work in blocks of time, in other words from 7:00 am to 9:00am this is what you 

do on Tuesday.  From 11:00am to 12:30pm, this is what you do on Thursday and you begin 

literally to script out your week with blocks of time that you do certain kinds of things.  You 

do those things as much as possible on a recurring basis so that you know every Monday 

from 9 to 11 this is what you do and you begin to do that religiously, with great discipline 

and it’s not a plan the day or plan of the week, or even worse than that, you just show up for 

work and you take whatever is thrown at you.  That is what will happen if you don’t set a 

schedule and learn to live with discipline.   

 

The third chunk here is clarity.  Clarity is a huge reason people really don’t ever achieve that 

much.  There’s no clear purpose, there is no clear destination, if you ask most people how 

much money do you want to make next year they’ll give you some sort of vague answer like, 

“I want to make more money”, or “I want to increase my income,”, or if you ask a business 

owner “What do you want to do next year?”, they say “We’d like to increase”, or if you ask 

somebody “What’s your plan for this month or this year in terms of improving your health,” 

they’ll say something like, “I want to lose some weight”, or “I want to start an exercise 

program”, or “I want to do a better job at time management.”  All of those are vague kinds 

of things; none of those have clarity to them.  There’s an interesting story in the book, The 

Power of Focus by Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen, The Chicken Soup guys, they tell a 

story about a guy named Peter Daniels from Adele, Australia and Peter has a learning 

disability and when he was in grade school, because of his learning disability he didn’t do 

very well in school and he was constantly ridiculed by the teacher and kids and so forth and 

so on, and you could imagine what a poor self image that resulted in.  Peter learned the 



trade of bricklaying and after a few years of bricklaying he had a young family, he decided 

that he would start a business.  He started the business and within 12 months he was 

completely bankrupt so he did the only smart thing, he started another business.  Within 18 

months he was bankrupt from that, and he figured, ‘well, at least I’m not making the same 

mistake twice so I think I’ll try this again.’  So he started a third business and that too failed.  

He had three business failures, three bankruptcies in five years.  He had a very patient wife 

who decided that she would support him one more time in business.  Peter’s credit, he was 

pretty gifted at selling so he went into the real estate business. Long story short, as Peter 

became a hugely successful real estate broker in Australia, making tons of money and one of 

the things Peter says that he does is that he spends one full day a week doing nothing but 

thinking.  He says he’s in his office and spends a day thinking, and no one is allowed to 

interrupt him during his thinking time.   

 

My question to you would be how much time are you giving, how much time are you 

planning out each week to sit and think about what it is you want to do with your life?  

Dennis Waitley, the psychologist for the US Olympic team in 1980 and the former Blue 

Angels pilot says most people do not get what they want in life but they do get what they 

expect.  Until you sit down and really define what it is you want, then you’ll get some stuff 

but it won’t be what you could have gotten, that’s why most people lead a mediocre lifestyle.  

I would encourage you to schedule time each week, write it down and schedule time each 

week just to sit and think.  I’m not saying take an entire day, but you might start with 15 or 

20 minutes and start thinking, and by thinking you can be writing in a journal what you’re 

thinking, regardless of what it is you’re thinking, begin to journal and think about what it is 

that you would like out of this life.   

 

Any personal productivity session would be remised if we did not address the issue of goals, 

another subject that’s been beat to death and which most people reject when you talk about 

goal setting.  Everybody rejects it, but nobody is any good at it.  Goals really have several 

purposes and one of them is to provide clarification for you for what you want out of this life.  

I don’t know how many of you are familiar with the name John Goddard but Goddard is 

considered the father of our space program.  There’s even a Goddard Space Center named 

for him.  John Goddard, at the age of 16 sit down and wrote out a list of 101 things that he 

wanted to in his life and they included things like travel all the major rivers of the world, 

climb the 12 highest mountains in the world, learn to fly an airplane, and another 98 things.  

By the age of 50, John Goddard had accomplished all but 27 of those things, and when he 

was interviewed they asked him why he did that. And he said, “I realized at 16 that I did not 



want to get to the end of my life not having accomplished everything.  So I made a list and I 

sat out to do those things so I would not have any regrets in life that I didn’t accomplish 

much of anything.”  So, that’s a lesson to all of us about what is it that we want to do with 

our life.  Setting goals will give us a purpose for what we do on a day to day basis.  The 

lesson in Goddard is he wrote those down and unless something is written down, it has very 

little power.  There were specific kinds of things as well, so I would encourage you to 

perhaps take some time to write down a list of 101 things that you would like to either 

accomplish or acquire or places you want to visit, or causes you want to support, or anything 

else that you can think of that over the next 10 years you would like to accomplish.  You may 

not accomplish all of those things in 10 years, but here’s the other side of that, if you don’t 

write these things down, in 10 years you will be 10 years older than you are now and you will 

not have accomplished near enough of those kinds of things as if you had written them down 

and focused on them.   

 

Another key to this whole thing of setting goals, there are a lot of folks that write stuff down.  

One of the things that I find in my coaching program that is the most effective, when I look 

back on the 14 years I’ve been doing this and the hundreds and hundreds, if not several 

thousand sales professionals and business owners that I have worked with, when I look at 

my best success stories, people who have accomplished their before and after story is huge, 

before they started working with me this is where they are, after they worked with me for 

awhile this is where they are, invariably the single biggest thread that runs through all of 

those success stories is that every one of them was a personal coaching client of mine.  In 

other words, every week we talked on the phone, it might have only been 20 minutes, but 

they worked with me and I served as an accountability partner with them.  Some of the 

conversations were pointed, some were pleasant, some were not so pleasant from them or 

for them.  In every single case, they received personal counseling and coaching and 

mentoring in the form of accountability from me whereas folks who just attended classes and 

learned the material, for some reason did not seem to connect the dots and make the kind of 

traction and gain the kind of success that people who had done that were able to do.   

 

It doesn’t have to be me that’s the accountability partner, but the truth of the matter is 

unless you have someone holding you accountable to do what you say you’re going to do 

and to call you on your own bullshit, and to hold up a flag and say, “Hey, who are you trying 

to kid here?”, when you don’t do what you’re supposed to do.  Unless you have somebody 

who cares that much about you who is willing to serve in that role, you will do what all other 

human beings do which is to rationalize why you didn’t do what you said you were going to 



do.  I don’t care how disciplined you think you are or how motivated you think you are, 

there’s only about one out of a hundred people that have the ability to manage themselves 

to that extent, it’s just not something that most people are able to do, very few people are 

able to do it and I have just not ever met many kinds of those people.  When I first got in 

this business 14 years ago I recognize that concept and I hired a coach.  At that point I paid 

the person $5,000 and it was all up front and we talked, we did not talk every week, we 

talked a couple of times a month and the conversations were very short and they were all 

about well, did you do your behavior, did you do the things, particularly the prospecting 

things, you said you were going to do these things, did you do them?  One day I called and 

he asked me that question and I said, “No, I haven’t done them,” and he said, “Well then 

you must not want to be successful”, and I said “Yes I do.”  He said, “Well I tell you what, 

don’t call me again if you hadn’t done those things because I don’t have to spend with you.”  

He’s like that’s why I made you pay upfront, I’ve already got my money, so if you’re not 

going to do what you said you’re going to do then just don’t bother to waste my time or call 

me anymore.  And I never called him back with doing what I said I was going to do, and as a 

result that’s how I doubled my income in 12 months and that’s how I increased my income 

700% in 36 months because someone was real tough on me and didn’t put up with my 

bullshit and excuses about why I didn’t do what I said I was going to do.  So I would 

encourage all of you to sick somebody like that out, if you don’t, you will get really good at 

rationalizing why you aren’t making much progress, particularly in this economy.   

 

Another thing that will help you in providing clarity is developing something called a picture 

book.  You may think this is Mickey Mouse, I learned this by the way when I was in the 

Amway business, very effective.  Taking magazines and cutting out pictures of things that I 

wanted to acquire, places I wanted to visit, etc.., etc.., etc.., and pasting them on the 

refrigerator or bathroom mirror or wherever, I did that. In the early 80’s I cut out a picture of 

a Mercedes-Benz and I put it on my bathroom mirror and for four years that thing stayed on 

my bathroom mirror until it turned yellow.  I finally took it down when we moved from that 

house. Interestingly enough, it was a picture of a 1985 silver 300 SD Mercedes coupe. In 

1987 I bought a 300 SD silver Mercedes Benz coupe, 2 years after I took the picture down.  

So, it was 6 years from the time I put the picture up until I actually was able to do that.  

Same thing happened with the boat I have right now, same type of thing, I don’t know how 

it works, I don’t understand all the mechanics of how it works, but I know this, it does work, 

it’s sort of like the brain is conditioned for a focus point, there’s something in the brain called 

a reticular activator that once we set a goal it’s amazing all the things that happen to 

transpire that propel us toward that goal.  Set up a picture book, go get a photo album and 



start cutting out pictures of things, you won’t make it a family affair I promise if you have 

kids they won’t have any problem coming up with 1001 things they’d like to have.   

 

The other thing is keeping with you at all times an idea book, a journal if you will so that 

you’re writing in a journal, you’re writing your conscious thoughts on a regular basis, you’re 

doing this on a daily basis 15 or 20 minutes everyday anytime you have a fault or idea or 

brainstorm or a genius attack, you’ve got this with you and you write it down.  Some people 

use a voice recorder, that works for them, others use a spiral bound book or a journal of 

some sort, I would encourage you to write it, I think it has more power when you write it 

down.   

 

The fourth chunk if we’re looking at this is this whole idea of productivity/time management.  

Most people overestimate how much of their day is productive.  Lee Iacocca was interviewed 

when he was CEO of Chrysler and he admitted that he did not think he was productive more 

than about 45 minutes out of every day.  He said the rest of his day was spent putting out 

fires and putting up with all kinds of things having to deal with all kinds of things that came 

up, but that they were important to do but they weren’t necessarily productive in that only 

about 45 minutes of each day he figured was productive and he said, “I think that’s probably 

true of all Fortune 500 CEO’s.”  If you think that you’re different as a sales person, I’ll tell you 

about a study that was done with 2000 life insurance producers at Columbia University in 

which it was determined that the average of those 2000 life insurance producers was only 

productive about a hour and a half each day.  The other 6.5 hours of an 8 hour day was 

spent doing stuff that was not necessarily productive.  One of the exercises that you want to 

do and you’ll find very insightful is take your income level or whatever you want your income 

level to be and then take 220 hours times 8 which is 1760 hours, divide those 1760 hours 

into that number, whatever income you want and you will come up with an hourly figure 

based on a 8 hour day.  Well the fact of the matter is you’re not being productive 8 hours a 

day, take that number, whatever the number you come up with and multiply that number, if 

it’s an 8 hour day and you think you’re productive 2 hours a day, take that number and 

multiply it times 4.  Now let me give you an example of this real quick and since this is on 

tape you can go back and listen to this.  Let’s suppose your goal is to make $100,000 a year 

– so we got $100,000 a year divided by 1760 hours, that’s 8 hours a day for 220 days, 

workdays.  So, now we’ve got divided by 1760, that gives me $56.81 per hour based on an 8 

hour workday.  Well we know I’m not productive all 8 of those hours.  Let’s suppose that I’m 

really stretching it and I’m productive 2 of those 8 hours.  So that gives me a multiple of 4 so 

I’ve got to multiply 4 times $56.81, that gives me my true productive hour, per day is 



$227.27.  I’m only productive 2 hours a day, my entire income for the day is earned in those 

2 hours so that makes each one of those 2 hours worth $227.00.  You do that exercise for 

yourself and come up with that number and look at that.  If you think that you are more 

productive than 2 hours a day, you are very naive and you live in a fairyland. You are not 

productive more than 2 hours a day, I am not productive more than 2 hours a day.  If I can 

get another 20 minutes of productivity in or another 30 minutes in, it’s huge, but I fight to be 

productive more than a couple hours a day.   

 

You say well, what do I do if I’m only productive 2 hours a day out of a 8 hour day, then 

what else is going on with the rest of the day?  Well let me share with you some of the other 

things going on with the rest of the day that while they may be important, they are not 

necessarily productive.  I refer to those as time vampires, so here they are, you might 

recognize some of these – email, checking and responding to emails throughout the day, 

how many times a day do you check email and respond to email?  Add up the total number 

of minutes in a day, you would be surprised. How about checking your cell phone for email 

messages, your Blackberry, or as it’s more effectually known, your Crackberry because you’re 

so addicted to it.  Or texting, spending time texting, as some of you may be doing sitting on 

this call, you think you’re multi-tasking but really what you’re doing is you’re not paying 

attention because you’re doing something else on your computer or cell phone, or perhaps 

even carrying on a conversation with someone in the background instead of paying attention 

to this particular session.  What about what I call office soap opera, engaging in office gossip 

and the whining and moaning that goes on at the water cooler, talking to other people who 

are mediocre performers about the ball game last night or about the Super Bowl or what 

have you, all of those kinds of chit-chat discussions.  What about instant messaging during 

the day, we’ve already covered this one about the phone, endlessly answering the phone, 

what about trivial pursuit, all the things you find yourself doing like rearranging the files on 

your desk, moving the pile from the left side of the desk and rearranging it and moving it to 

the right side of your desk.  Or, attending meetings of all sorts, see this particular session 

that you’re on right now, this is not productive, this is not a productive use of your time, you 

are not making any money on this call, the only one making any money on this call is me, 

the rest of you aren’t making any money.  You’re learning some stuff that hopefully will 

indirectly result in you making money but this is not a productive use of your time.  

Important? Yes.  Productive?  No.  Interruptions, how many times a day are you interrupted? 

It’s estimated that the average business owner is interrupted every 8 minutes, every 8 

minutes they are interrupted.  How in the world can you stay on track and get anything done 



of any significance if you’re interrupted every 8 minutes? The answer is you can’t.  So that’s 

the fourth chunk.   

 

The fifth chunk is accountability.  We’ve already touched on this a little bit, but accountability 

when it’s all said and done is the truth of what you think is important or what you think you 

value can be observed in your behavior.  So behavior equals truth, perception equals lies, 

what you think about what you’re doing is a lie when it’s compared to maybe behavior that 

people observe from you.  In terms of accountability, accountability serves as a reality check 

for folks and again, those of you who attend tomorrow nights session are going to find out a 

little bit more about a special thing I’m going to be doing where I’m going to be coaching 7 

very special people over the course of the next 12 weeks helping them with this whole 

process. So the reality check can be involved in either finding a mentor, having a coach, 

participating at a mastermind group, some other process whereby you are not your own 

accountability partner and it gets you away from rationalizing stuff that you happen to do.   

 

A story that I have about this is one of the best clients I’ve had, he’s been a client since 

1998, his name is John Curry.  John is a life insurance guy, when I met John he was making 

very good money, multiple 6 figure income but he was about as organized as a soup 

sandwich and John was probably the poster child for ADD.  I’ve told John to his face that, we 

joke about that because he is a champion at chasing the next shiny object, getting him 

focused; his attention span is that of a nano second.  So, John worked with me for an entire 

year and we talked every week and every week we talked about this is what he said he was 

going to do next week and then the following week we would talk about what he actually did 

and in that year of working, John had been in the life insurance business 24 years.  That one 

year he worked with me was the best year, in terms of production and income that he had 

ever had in his 24 year history in the life insurance business.  He qualified for what’s called 

Top of the Table in the life insurance business, that’s based on production which put him not 

only in the top 1% of all life insurance agents worldwide but put him in the top 1/10th of 1%. 

So he was in the 99.9% percentile group in terms of income made by life insurance agents 

as a result of that 1 year of coaching with me and I was pretty pointed with John, he’s got a 

thick head, I had to be tough with him a few times to get his attention but his credit, he 

continued to do what was necessary.  Now, you want to know the tragic end of that?  The 

very next year John did not work with me and his income dropped over $100,000.  John has 

gotten religion again because now he is working with me again, he’s finally figured it out that 

he can’t get there by himself, he is incapable of doing it by himself.  So that’s a very wise 

things, a very humbling thing on John’s part, very smart for him to realize that and I have 



come to realize that all top performers realize that about themselves and they seek out 

people who can help them do what they know they should be doing.   

 

When it’s all said and done, the conclusion here when it’s all said and done according to Jim 

Rohn who recently passed away who is considered the Dean of personal development, 

probably the ultimate personal development coaching [inaudible 1:08], I’ve got a lot of Jim 

Rome favorite expressions but this one I particularly like and it kind of frames his whole 

perspective here.  Jim Rohn said that there are two major pains in this life, one is the pain of 

discipline and the other is the pain of regret.  He said “Discipline weighs ounces; regret 

weighs tons, particularly when you allow yourself to simply drift along unfulfilled.”  When 

you’re sitting on the front porch rocking, some point in the future, you will either be glad you 

paid the price of discipline to do what was necessary to become a top performer or you will 

regret the fact that you had an opportunity that you never took one of those two things, 

there is no in between… 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


